These patients are particularly impaired at recognizing routes, or in monitoring locomotion through the local large-scale environmental features (e.g., buildings, street or distal environment but some evidence that it is inscenes) and can often compensate for their deficit by volved in encoding new perceptual information about using small details (e.g., a lamppost, the shape of a the appearance and layout of scenes. mailbox) as navigational cues. The region of damage in these cases of "landmark agnosia" often includes parahippocampal cortex (Habib and Sirigu, 1987; AguIntroduction irre et al., 1998a), which suggests that the PPA may be involved in place recognition. Although subjects in our The medial temporal lobes of the human brain are beprevious experiments were not specifically instructed lieved to play a key role in both memory (Squire and to identify the places depicted in the scenes, it is likely Zola-Morgan, 1991) and navigation (O'Keefe and Nadel, that they attempted to do so anyway. Here, we examine 1978; Aguirre et al., 1996; Maguire et al., 1996; Ghaem the role of the PPA in place recognition by comparing et al., 1997). However, the precise way in which this PPA response to places familiar to the subjects with its region mediates these different functions is currently response to unfamiliar places they had never visited unknown. Consequently, the identification of function-(Experiment 1) and by measuring its response to "scenes" ally distinct subregions within the medial temporal lobes made out of Lego blocks (Experiment 2). If the sceneis of considerable interest (Martin et al., 1997) . In an selective activity observed in the PPA reflects the operaearlier paper (Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998), we reported tion of a place recognition mechanism, then one might the existence of a region within human parahippocampal expect the PPA response to familiar and unfamiliar cortex that was significantly more active when subjects places to differ, and one would not expect the PPA to viewed complex scenes such as rooms, landscapes, respond strongly to Lego scenes, which are not real and city streets than when they viewed photographs of places in the world. objects, faces, houses, or other kinds of visual stimuli.
Figure 1. Anatomical Location of the PPA (Yellow Arrows)
Three adjacent slices from two subjects are shown. Functional data from Experiment 1 are overlaid on high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical images of the same slice. Right hemisphere is on the left, and images progress from anterior (left) to posterior (right). Significance levels reflect the results of a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test comparing the MR signal intensity during viewing of scenes to signal intensity during viewing of faces and objects. The response properties of the coil used precluded our obtaining Talaraich coordinates for the PPA in this experiment. However, the coordinates of the PPA averaged over four subjects in an earlier experiment (Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998, Experiment 1) were 20, Ϫ39, Ϫ5 (M-L, A-P, S-I) in the right hemisphere and Ϫ28, Ϫ39, Ϫ6 in the left hemisphere. currently visible) environment. In other words, the PPA scenes with its response to scenes that have been viewed many times. If the PPA is involved in encoding, may be less involved in accessing one's cognitive map to figure out how to get from here to the other side of we would expect greater response to novel scenes. In all four experiments, the PPA was functionally detown than in analyzing the current scene to figure out how to get from here to the other side of the street. We fined for each subject using data from a separate set of scans from the same scan session (see Experimental test this hypothesis in Experiment 3 by comparing PPA response to individual snapshots with its response to a Procedures). The PPA was defined as the set of all contiguous voxels within the parahippocampal region that "movie" sequence consisting of a temporally ordered series of photographs taken from a camera moving responded significantly more during viewing of scenes than during viewing of faces or objects. As in our previthrough a fixed scene. If the PPA is involved in monitoring or guiding locomotion through the local environment, ous report, we found that the PPA could be localized in a highly consistent anatomical location in all subjects then we might expect to see a higher response in the movie condition, because subjects have the impression tested (see Figure 1 ). that they are actually going somewhere.
Finally, the PPA might be involved in either perceptual Results or mnemonic encoding. Supporting this possibility is the fact that some patients with topographical disorientaExperiment 1 Experiment 1 tested the hypothesis that the PPA is intion have particular difficulty in new environments (Ross, 1980; Habib and Sirigu, 1987) . Furthermore, regions volved in place recognition, by testing whether it responds differently to images of familiar and unfamiliar within parahippocampal cortex have been observed that respond more to novel than repeated stimuli (Stern et places. While being scanned with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), subjects viewed photographs al., 1996; Gabrieli et al., 1997) and more to subsequently remembered than subsequently forgotten stimuli (Brewer of (1) scenes from a familiar environment (the campus of their own college); (2) scenes from an unfamiliar enviet al., 1998; Wagner et al., 1998). The location of these putative encoding regions has not been compared dironment (the campus of an unfamiliar college); (3) landmarks from a familiar environment (buildings from their rectly with the PPA, but their proximity to the PPA suggests that the latter may play a critical role in encoding own college); (4) landmarks from an unfamiliar environment (buildings from an unfamiliar college); (5) common, novel place information. We tested this hypothesis in Experiment 4 by comparing PPA response to novel everyday objects; and (6) faces. All subjects reported of familiar but not unfamiliar landmarks in this task; see Discussion). The failure to find a difference between Figure 2B and Table 1 show the average percent signal change (relative to a fixation baseline) within the PPA familiar and unfamiliar scenes cannot be attributed to the fact that each scene was viewed many times over the for all stimulus conditions. Values are averaged over all runs for all eight subjects. A three factor (scene/landcourse of the experiment, as post hoc analyses revealed there was no difference in response between familiar mark ϫ familiar/unfamiliar ϫ passive/1-back) ANOVA on the critical stimulus conditions showed that the reand unfamiliar scenes even in the very first epochs in which these pictures were viewed (average percent sigsponse in the PPA to full scenes was significantly higher than the response to individual landmarks (t[7] ϭ 2.9, nal change: 2.2% for familiar scenes, 2.1% for unfamiliar scenes, t Ͻ 1 for the difference). In sum, Experiment 1 p Ͻ 0.001). In addition, there was a significant overall advantage for stimuli from the familiar environment failed to find evidence that the PPA response to scenes was correlated with successful recognition of the place (t Figure  3 ) would be higher than the response to objects made to them, as they are when performing the 1-back task. of the same Lego materials. The Lego scenes were designed to look like places, but were clearly not real Experiment 3 Experiment 3 was designed to test the hypothesis that places that the subjects could have ever visited. All subjects reported that the Lego scenes did indeed look the PPA is involved in guiding or monitoring locomotion through the immediate environment. Four subjects like places while the Lego objects did not. There were two Lego layout conditions: one in which small toy aniviewed scenes under two different conditions (see Figure 4) . In the movie condition, they viewed a sequence mals were placed in the layouts to enhance the interpretability of the geometry of the scenes, and one in which of photographs taken from a moving camera which gave them a vivid sense of forward motion. In the scene condibare Lego layouts were shown. Subjects also viewed photographs of furnished rooms, empty rooms, comtion, they viewed a series of unrelated photographs. If the PPA were involved in guiding or monitoring locomomon objects, and faces.
Average percent signal change for each stimulus contion through the local environment, then we predicted its response would be higher in the movie condition, dition is shown in Figure 3 and Table 1. Despite the fact that both the Lego objects and the Lego layouts were because subjects have the impression that they are actually moving in this condition. Subjects also viewed made of the same component materials, PPA response was significantly higher to the Lego layouts than to the faces and objects in this experiment. Average percent signal change within the PPA was 1.3% for the scenes, Lego objects (t[5] ϭ 5.1, p Ͻ 0.001 for the difference between Lego objects and layouts without animals), 0.9% for the movies, 0.4% for the objects, and 0.1% for the faces. Analysis of variance revealed that activity in demonstrating that the PPA responds strongly to spatial layouts even when they are not real places that the the PPA was significantly higher in the "scene" condition than in the "movie" condition (t[3] ϭ 11.4, p Ͻ 0.01). subjects could have ever visited. The response to Lego layouts was not as high as the response to scenes deThus, we found no support for the hypothesis that the PPA plays a role in guiding navigation through the immepicting real places (t[5] ϭ 4.2, p Ͻ 0.01 for the difference between empty rooms and layouts with animals), and diate environment. the response to Lego layouts with animals was higher than the response to bare Lego layouts (t[5] ϭ 4.7, p Ͻ Experiment 4
In this experiment, we tested the hypothesis that the 0.01). Possible reasons for these differences will be considered in the Discussion section. There was no differ-PPA is involved in encoding, using a variant of a paradigm that has been used by several other researchers ence in response between Lego objects and everyday objects (t Ͻ 1) or between the furnished rooms and (Tulving et al., 1994; Stern et al., 1996; Gabrieli et al., 1997). Subjects viewed photographs of scenes and empty rooms (t Ͻ 1). The latter result is a replication of our previously reported finding that PPA response does faces under two different conditions (see Figure 5A ). In the all-novel condition, every photograph was different. was significantly higher for scenes than for faces (t[6] ϭ 9.6, p Ͻ 0.001). In fact, consistent with our previous These photographs did not repeat within the experiment, so every time the subject saw a photograph they results, the response to faces was no greater than the response to a fixation point. In addition, the PPA rewere seeing it for the first time. In the multiple-repeat condition, the same four photographs were shown over sponded significantly more to the novel stimuli than to the repeated stimuli (t[6] Ͻ 3.8, p Ͻ 0.01). This novelty and over again throughout a scan (though not always in the same order). If the PPA were involved in perceptual advantage was found for the scenes (t[6] ϭ 10.4, p Ͻ 0.001) but not for the faces (t Ͻ 1), and the interaction or mnemonic encoding, we predicted that its response would be higher in the all-novel condition, because there between novelty (novel versus repeated) and picture type (scene versus face) was significant (F[1,6] ϭ 8.7, are more photographs to encode in this case. Use of both scenes and faces allowed us to examine whether p Ͻ 0.05). Analysis of the behavioral data from the 1-back task indicated that the advantage for novel any encoding effects occur for other stimulus types, or whether they are specific to scenes. In order to ensure scenes could not be explained by presuming that subjects were attending more in this condition, as subjects that subjects attended to the stimuli in both conditions, they were required to perform a 1-back repetition detecperformed the task equally well in the novel and repeated scene conditions (87.2% correct for the novel tion task throughout the entire experiment.
Note that whereas the critical variable in Experiments scenes, 82.9% for the repeated scenes, t Ͻ 1 for the difference), and reaction times in the two conditions 1 and 2 was the familiarity of the place depicted, the critical variable in this experiment is the novelty/familiarwere comparable (in fact, reaction times were 119 ms longer in the repeated condition, but this difference was ity of the particular image. Familiarity with a place implies that you have a representation of that place within not significant; t[5] ϭ 1.3, p Ͼ 0.25). Thus, the PPA responds more strongly when there are more different your cognitive map. Familiarity with an image implies that you have processed this particular set of perceptual scenes to encode but not when there are more different faces. features before. One can view an unfamiliar image of a familiar place (as when an MIT student sees a picture Table 2 shows the evolution of the difference between novel and repeated scenes over the time course of each of the MIT campus from a novel viewpoint) and one can also view a familiar image of an unfamiliar place (as scan. Within each individual scan, there were three epochs during which subjects viewed novel scenes and when one repeatedly views photographs of landscapes one has never visited).
three epochs during which they viewed repeated scenes. At the beginning of each scan, all the scenes Results are shown in Figure 5B . Activity in the PPA were novel to the subjects (even the ones that would they be found in any regions of cortex specialized for processing a specific kind of visual information? To exeventually be repeated many times over). Thus, we would expect any novelty advantage to show up more amine this question, we looked for novelty effects in the fusiform face area (FFA) (Kanwisher et al., 1997; strongly in the later epochs of the scan, when multiple viewings of the same four scenes in the multiply reMcCarthy et al., 1997). The FFA has been demonstrated to respond selectively to faces; thus, one might expect peated condition causes them to be processed differently from the scenes in the all-novel condition. In fact, to find greater response to novel compared to repeated faces in the FFA. We defined the FFA functionally using this is exactly what we observed. There was no difference in response between the first epoch of novel data from the same independent set of scans used to define the PPA. All contiguous voxels in the right fusiscenes and the first epoch of repeated scenes, demonstrating that repetition of stimuli five times within a single form gyrus that responded significantly more (p Ͻ 10 Ϫ4 Kolmogorov-Smirnov) to faces than to objects (chairs epoch was not sufficient to reduce the PPA response. In the second and third epochs, however, the response and cars) were included (see Kanwisher et al., 1997 Kanwisher et al., , 1998 , for details). Results are shown in Figure 5B . The to the repeated scenes was significantly reduced compared to the response to the novel scenes.
FFA responded significantly more to faces than scenes (t[6] ϭ 8.1, p Ͻ 0.001) but responded no more to novel Do such novelty effects occur only in the PPA, or can than to repeated stimuli (t Ͻ 1.3). Thus, not all highlevel visual areas respond more to their preferred stimuli Given its strong selectivity for visual place informaKanwisher, 1998). The finding of greater response to familiar landmarks is consistent with this account, betion, the PPA is clearly a candidate place recognition region. In particular, the PPA may have the specific role cause subjects would be more likely to process familiar landmarks as partial scenes (rather than as detached of determining one's current location by linking the current visual scene to one's stored cognitive map of the objects) if they had in the past experienced them as such. In fact, viewing of a familiar landmark might cause world. If this is the case, one might expect its response to be higher to photographs of familiar places than to subjects to imagine the rest of the scene, which would lead to greater activation in the PPA (O'Craven and Kanphotographs of unfamiliar places, as the locations of the former are known while the locations of the latter wisher, submitted). Further supporting this account is the fact that the response to the landmarks was reduced are not. Alternatively, one might expect the PPA to respond less strongly to photographs of familiar places.
when subjects performed the 1-back task (in contrast to the other stimulus conditions, where the response Neurons in the inferior temporal cortex and superior temporal sulcus of the monkey brain have been obwas higher in this task). Performance of this task requires subjects to attend closely to the stimulus, making served to both increase (Rolls et al., 1989) and decrease (Miller et al., 1991; Li et al., 1993) their firing rate as a it more likely that subjects will focus on the details of the building rather than imagining the scene around it. stimulus becomes more familiar. If the photographs of familiar places activate representations that are sparser The failure to find a familiarity effect for scenes in Experiment 1 suggested that spatial layout information or more sharply tuned than those activated by unfamiliar places, this might be reflected in lower overall activity alone, even in the absence of any plausible sense of place familiarity, might be sufficient to activate the PPA. in the PPA for the familiar places. Thus, the place recognition hypothesis predicts that the response to familiar In Experiment 2, we conducted a stronger test of this hypothesis by comparing PPA response to artificial places should be either higher or lower than the response to unfamiliar places but is unlikely to be the "scenes" made out of Legos with its response to Lego objects. The former had a geometric structure similar same.
The results of Experiment 1 failed to support this preto that of real scenes, but were clearly not real places in the world that subjects could have ever visited. Dediction. PPA response was just as high to photographs of the unfamiliar college campus as it was to the photospite the fact that the Lego scenes and Lego objects were made of the same materials, the PPA response graphs of the familiar (and presumably, highly overlearned) college campus. Furthermore, the PPA showed was significantly higher to the Lego scenes, consistent with our original claim that PPA activity correlates none of the reduction in response for familiar compared to unfamiliar scenes that one might expect if the represtrongly with the presence of a particular kind of geometric structure in the stimulus (Epstein and Kanwisher, sentations activated by photographs of familiar places were sparser than those activated by unfamiliar places 1998) rather than with higher-level navigational or recognition processes. In particular, this result indicates that (Miller et al., 1991; Li et al., 1993) . Thus, the overall activity of the PPA was not affected by the familiarity the PPA is unlikely to be directly involved in matching of the current scene to one's stored cognitive map of of the place depicted in the scene. Note that, as in all imaging studies, this lack of a difference in response the world, because the PPA responds strongly to photographs of "places" that subjects know they have never does not preclude the possibility that the population codes within the PPA may be different for familiar and visited. However, it is important to note that the response to unfamiliar scenes; however, any such differences are not reflected in the overall response of the region.
the Lego scenes in the PPA was also significantly lower than the response to the real scenes. While in principle A secondary purpose of Experiment 1 was to examine this may mean that at least some of the PPA response the movies. In Experiment 4, we measured the encoding effect directly and found it to be roughly equivalent in to real scenes corresponds to the activity of place recognition mechanisms, there is another possible explanastrength (0.3% difference between novel and repeated scenes) to the difference between the unrelated scene tion, which we favor. Despite our efforts, the Lego scenes were probably not as immediately comprehensiand movie conditions in Experiment 3 (0.4%). Thus, it is possible that the encoding effect in Experiment 3 ble as places (i.e., spaces that one can be in) as the real scenes. Subjects had only 800 ms to process each masked a navigational effect operating in the opposite direction, though any such navigation effect must have photograph before the next one appeared, and this might not have been enough time to interpret the spatial been quite small in magnitude. Experiment 4 explicitly examined the role of the PPA structure of some of the Lego scenes. Supporting this account is the fact that the PPA responded significantly in the encoding of novel stimuli. Activity when viewing a series of novel photographs was compared with activity more to Lego scenes with animals than to bare Lego scenes without any objects. In contrast, the response when viewing the same small set of photographs repeated over and over again. When the stimuli were to the real scenes containing objects (furnished rooms) was not any greater than the response to the real scenes scenes, the PPA response was greater in the all-novel than in the repeated condition. These results are consiswithout discrete objects (empty rooms), a replication of our previous results (Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998). The tent with PPA involvement in encoding new perceptual information about the appearance and layout of scenes, presence of the animals in the Lego scenes was specifically intended to enhance the subject's ability to perbecause there are more scenes to encode in the former condition. This novelty advantage was found only in the ceive the geometric structure of these stimuli, and some subjects did indeed report that they had such an effect.
later epochs of the scan, after the repeated scenes had already been encoded. No similar novelty advantage Thus, the greater response to the Lego scenes with animals suggests that it is the interpretability of the was observed for faces in the PPA, nor were novelty effects for either faces or scenes observed in the FFA layout of the scene rather than the recognizability of the place depicted that is the critical factor in determining (although this last result may depend on task; see Gauthier et al., 1998, Neuroimage, abstract). the level of PPA activity.
Thus, taken together, Experiments 1 and 2 provided It is interesting to compare the results of Experiments 1 and 4. In Experiment 1, the novelty/familiarity of the little evidence that the PPA is involved in place recognition in the sense of matching the perceptual input to a depicted place was varied. In contrast, in Experiment 4, the novelty/familiarity of the depicted place was held particular stored representation of a known place. The lack of a familiarity effect for scenes further demonconstant (i.e., all the scenes were unfamiliar places) while the novelty/familiarity of the stimuli themselves strates that the PPA is very unlikely to play a direct role in planning routes to distant locations, since one cannot was varied. The PPA appears to be sensitive to the latter manipulation but not the former. In other words, plan routes from locations one does not know. Although some earlier studies have shown general involvement experience with the particular set of perceptual inputs present in a scene affects PPA response, but experience of the medial temporal lobe in navigation tasks ( The percent signal change in the PPA was calculated for each subject, experiment, stimulus condition, and task, using the average various movie epochs, but they were presented in a pseudorandom order to ensure that each scene had no connection to the preceding signal intensity during fixation epochs for the same subject, experiment, and task as a baseline. Because the fMRI response typically and succeeding scene, and that no more than three photographs from the same environment were shown in each scene epoch (See lags 4-6 s behind the neural response, we treated the first functional image of each epoch as belonging to the condition of the previous Figure 4 ). In the other two stimulus conditions, subjects viewed photographs of objects and faces. epoch and omitted the next two images (during the transition between conditions) from the analysis. ANOVAs across subjects were Experiment 4 The basic procedure was the same as in Experiments 1 and 2, with run on the average percent signal change in each of the conditions in each experiment. Although the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test can in the following exceptions. MR data were obtained for each subject from two scans from the same scan session. Each scan was 4 min principle reflect a difference in variance rather than a difference in mean (Aguirre et al., 1998c), these ANOVAs confirmed that the averand 12 s long and consisted of twelve 16 s epochs during which subjects viewed photographs interleaved with four fixation epochs.
age MR signal in the regions of interest selected by this procedure was indeed significantly higher during viewing of scenes than during There were four stimulus conditions (novel scenes, novel faces, multiply repeated scenes, multiply repeated faces); thus, each scan viewing of faces or objects in each experiment in this paper, as it was in each experiment in our previous report (Epstein and Kancontained three different epochs for each stimulus condition. Subjects performed the 1-back task in both scans. We expected that wisher, 1998). Because data were analyzed within independently defined regions of interest, no correction for multiple voxelwise this task would be, if anything, more difficult in the multiply repeated conditions than in the novel conditions (because of proactive intercomparisons was made. ference), so a greater activation in the novel condition could not be an artifact of attention or effort. Epoch order was counterbalanced
